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As originally enacted in 1976, the Michigan Consumer Protec
tion Act (MCPA)1 was one of the most powerful unfair and 

deceptive acts and practices (UDAP) statutes in the country. It 
prohibited 29 types of conduct as unfair and deceptive practices 
in trade or commerce.2 It defined “trade or commerce” very broadly, 
including most types of economic activity providing goods, serv
ices, or property for “personal, family or household” purposes.3 
The act’s private right of action section established numerous con
sumer remedies including declaratory judgments, injunctions, 
minimum damages in individual claims of $250 together with 
reasonable attorneys’ fees, and class actions.4 Unfortunately for 
Michigan’s consumers, the MCPA—once a potent antidote to un
fair conduct by businesses—now stands as one of the nation’s 
weakest UDAP statutes.5

This sharp turnabout stemmed from the Michigan Supreme 
Court’s 1999 decision in Smith v Globe Life Ins Co.6 If any doubt 
remained as to viability of the MCPA as a remedy for deceptive 
trade practices, the Court put them to rest in 2007 by reaffirming 

Smith in Liss v Lewiston-Richards, Inc.7 These cases eviscerated 
the MCPA by judicially expanding the MCPA’s exemption to ex
clude regulated businesses—and most businesses are regulated 
in some fashion. Thus construed, the exemption all but swal
lowed the entire act. Today, the MCPA no longer covers the most 
common forms of deceptive business practices. The initial legis
lative intent behind the MCPA of protecting consumers has been 
totally thwarted.

Inexplicably, the Michigan legislature, executive branch, and 
a number of attorneys have failed to take note of the MCPA’s de
mise. The legislature continues to heap substantive prohibitions 
on this dead letter like flowers on a casket. With each new amend
ment, the legislature enacts useless regulations that fall under 
the act’s expanded exemption. Similarly, the executive branch 

Fast Facts:

The Michigan Consumer Protection Act (MCPA) functionally died in 
1999. It was eviscerated by the Michigan Supreme Court in Smith v 
Globe Life Ins Co. The act no longer applies to regulated business 
activity. Extreme caution should be exercised when considering fil-
ing an MCPA case.
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departments have advised consumers to rely on MCPA remedies 
under circumstances in which the act could not conceivably ap
ply. Also, attorneys keep filing MCPA suits against exempt busi
nesses. It is a mystery why this conduct continues when a modi
cum of research would show the lack of wisdom in such actions.8 
This is especially true regarding amendments to the MCPA, which 
are nullities from the getgo, as they should have been reviewed 
by both houses of the legislature as well as the governor’s office.

This article will first discuss how the MCPA was killed by the 
Supreme Court. It will then provide examples of amendments 
to the act passed after the Supreme Court’s decisions that fall 
within the act’s exemption section, as well as government bulle
tins erroneously advising the use of the act. Last, several exam
ples of lawsuits that should never have seen the light of day will 
be discussed.

How the Michigan Supreme Court Gutted the MCPA

The vehicle used by the conservative majority of the Supreme 
Court to kill the MCPA was MCL 445.904(1)(a) of the act’s exemp
tion section, which reads as follows:

This act shall not apply to:

A transaction or conduct specifically authorized under laws ad-
ministered by a regulatory board or officer acting under statutory 
authority of this state or the United States.

This subsection was intended to apply to those rare circumstances 
in which a statute specifically authorizes “[a] transaction or con
duct” that could arguably fall within the meaning of one of the 
types of conduct prohibited under the MCPA.9 For example, the 
Motor Vehicle Service and Repair Act10 specifically authorizes a 
repair facility to charge 10 percent or $10 over a written estimate 
without getting the customer’s permission.11 That conduct could be 
argued to constitute a violation of several sections of the MCPA.

In 1999, the Supreme Court examined the MCPA exemption 
section in Smith v Globe Life Ins Co,12 a case brought by the per
sonal representative of the consumer against the consumer’s credit 
life insurance company. Even though the MCPA exemption section 
would ordinarily be given a narrow construction as the act is a 
remedial statute, the Court majority created an exemption large 
enough to swallow the rule with the following language:

Contrary to the “common-sense reading” of this provision by the 
Court of Appeals, we conclude that the relevant inquiry is not 
whether the specific misconduct alleged by the plaintiffs is “spe-
cifically authorized.” Rather, it is whether the general transaction 
is specifically authorized by law, regardless of whether the specific 
misconduct alleged is prohibited.13

Justice Cavanagh clarified any confusion as to the scope of 
Smith’s interpretation of the MCPA exemption section in his opin
ion concurring in part and dissenting in part:

The majority does not direct us to a law administered by the 
insurance commissioner that provides that “sale of insurance is 
authorized.” Like most businesses, it is merely regulated.14

Simply put, Smith exempted any business activity already subject 
to regulation.15

The unspoken prayers of consumer advocates that Smith might 
be limited or reversed went unanswered when the Supreme Court 
revisited the exemption section in the 2007 case of Liss v Lewiston-
Richards, Inc.16 Liss, a case against a home builder, reaffirmed Smith, 
making it clear that the MCPA does not cover any business for which 
the general transaction is specifically authorized by law—inter
preting “specifically authorized” to mean “explicitly sanctioned.”17

The demise of the MCPA apparently went unnoticed by the 
legislature. After Smith, the legislature continued to pass amend
ments to the act regarding regulated business activities.

The Legislature Passes Useless 
Amendments to the MCPA

Once the Supreme Court in Smith pierced the heart of the 
MCPA rendering it functionally moribund, the legislature should 
have recognized that any amendment dealing with regulated 
conduct would fall outside the statute’s purview. Even so, the leg
islature continued to pass numerous deadonarrival amend
ments to the act at a breakneck pace.18 Several of the more obvious 
ones will be discussed here. For example, MCL 445.903(1)(dd)(ii), 
amended in 2000, defines certain product packaging practices as 
unfair or deceptive:

For container holding devices regulated under part 163 of the 
natural resources and environmental protection act, 1994 PA 451, 
MCL 324.16301 to 324.16303, representations by a manufacturer 
that the container holding device is degradable contrary to the 
definition provided in that act.

By its own express terms, this provision addresses packaging prac
tices already regulated by the Environmental Protection Act. Con
sequently, Smith renders the amendment a selfevident nullity.

Another example is MCL 445.903(1)(gg), which was amended 
in 2002. That section reads:

Violating 1971 PA 227, MCL 445.111 to 445.117, in connection 
with a home solicitation sale or telephone solicitation, including, 
but not limited to, having an independent courier service or other 
third party pick up a consumer’s payment on a home solicitation 
sale during the period the consumer is entitled to cancel the sale.

One wonders how these amendments could be 
reviewed by both houses of the legislature and 
the various legislative services available to those 
bodies and then signed by the governor when 
they have no effect whatsoever.
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Here again, the legislature has seen fit to amend the MCPA while 
making specific reference to the very statute that renders the 
amendment beyond the act’s scope.

One wonders how these amendments could be reviewed by 
both houses of the legislature and the various legislative services 
available to those bodies and then signed by the governor when 
they have no effect whatsoever. Are these branches of government 
disingenuous or simply blind to what the judiciary has wrought? 
Are they trying to convince consumers that they are acting on 
their behalf when they litter the law books with ineffectual laws 
or are they simply incompetent in conducting the people’s busi
ness? Either alternative is uncomplimentary. We will now turn to 
the lack of wisdom when the executive branch acts on its own.

The Executive Branch Provides  
Misinformation to Consumers  
About Available MCPA Remedies

Irrespective of whether the legislature’s enactment of useless 
MCPA amendments has been by design or a failure to conduct 
basic research, the executive branch has demonstrated raw in
eptitude in its advice to consumers on this issue.19 On December 
16, 2010, the Department of Energy, Labor & Economic Growth 
(DLEG) issued a bulletin in which Commissioner Ken Ross ad
dressed the fraudulent car sales practice known as “spot deliv

ery.”20 In that bulletin, the commissioner reviewed the state of 
the law concerning the practice and its legality under the MCPA. 
Writing as if he were totally unaware of the Smith exemption, 
Ross drew the remarkable conclusion that the MCPA governed 
car dealers and the practice of spot delivery:

Michigan’s Consumer Protection Act includes several provisions 
applicable to spot delivery practices that would render the seller’s 
actions “unfair, unconscionable, or deceptive,” and thus violate 
the [MCPA].

* * *
Spot delivery practices engaged in by motor vehicle installment 
sellers violate . . .one or more provisions of the Consumer Protec-
tion Act.21

Under Smith and Liss, car dealers are unquestionably exempt 
from the MCPA because they are subject to regulation. It is one 
thing for the legislature to pass deadonarrival amendments to 
the MCPA that just lie on the books causing little damage; it is 
quite another for the executive branch to misinform the public 
regarding their rights under the act. To their detriment, consum
ers may rely on such a bulletin. This bulletin can also be danger
ous to attorneys. The position that the practice of spot delivery 
violates the MCPA is not only false, it is so lacking in support that 
an attorney alleging so in a complaint could face court sanctions 
for filing a frivolous lawsuit. On the issue of attorneys and the 
MCPA, we will now move on to examples where lawyers have 
filed suits under the act that, after Smith, should never have seen 
the light of day.

Lawyers Filing Suits Under  
the MCPA Are Begging for  
Dismissal on Summary Disposition

As a practical matter, it is impossible to determine how many 
MCPA cases or claims have been dismissed on the basis of Smith, 
as few of these cases would have been reported. Those that have 
been reported involved a variety of business practices including 
the operation of slot machines,22 manufacture of prosthetic knee 

Inexplicably, the Michigan legislature, executive 
branch, and a number of attorneys have failed to 
take note of the MCPA’s demise. The legislature 
continues to heap substantive prohibitions on this 
dead letter like flowers on a casket.
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devices,23 hospital billing practices,24 and home builders.25 In fact, 
the only reported MCPA cases to survive summary disposition 
have done so because the defendants failed to plead the exemp
tion as an affirmative defense26 and therefore waived it.27

Some attorneys are filing MCPA suits that are totally without 
merit but so odd they receive attention in the press. For example, 
an account of a recent case in the Detroit Free Press 28 went viral 
and was recounted in numerous other outlets. The case claimed 
that a Livonia movie theater violated the MCPA by charging a 
price for CocaCola and Goobers grossly in excess of the prices 
“at which similar property or services are sold.”29 This case most 
likely will be dismissed under Smith because theater concessions, 
like most sellers of food, are regulated (as is the practice of pricing 
consumer goods). Given the current status of the MCPA, attorneys 
would be well advised to avoid filing MCPA suits or suits with 
MCPA claims unless, after careful analysis, they find an arguable 
way around Smith.

Conclusion
The MCPA was functionally put to death by the Michigan Su

preme Court in Smith and Liss when it exempted regulated busi
nesses from coverage under the act. Despite the demise of the 
MCPA, the legislature has continued to pass useless amendments 
to the act, executive branch departments have misinformed con
sumers regarding when they can use the act, and lawyers keep fil
ing unsuccessful MCPA claims against regulated businesses. Hope
fully, this article will inform these groups of the MCPA’s impotence 
and contribute to changes in their behavior. n
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